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 32-bit windows. The trial version of Adobe Illustrator is, however, 32-bit, so you will need to buy a licence to use it in the most
cases. Price Adobe Illustrator has two available pricing plans: Adobe Illustrator for personal and Adobe Illustrator for business.

Both the plans come with some perks such as no trial, auto save and much more. Let’s see some of the plans first. Adobe
Illustrator for personal plan This plan is specially designed for individuals who are not planning to use it on a regular basis. It

comes with all the basic tools, like the pen tool and the sketch tool, and a wide range of features. Adobe Illustrator for business
plan It is specifically designed for the professionals who are in need of an excellent tool that is capable of handling complex and
artistic designs. The features of this plan are the same as that of the personal plan with a few additional tools and features. This
plan allows you to increase the font size to 24 point and the size of the Illustrator document. You can also use the features like

Show Horizontal Grid, Perspective View, Quadrant View and Rasterize Objects. Tools There are a variety of tools and features
available in Adobe Illustrator. Let’s have a look at some of the important ones. Standard tools To edit and create various types of

designs you will need a variety of tools available in Adobe Illustrator. These tools are as follows: Pen tool Rasterize Design
Drawing Rigid-fill Stroke Pattern tool Clipping mask Text Gradient Sketch tool Blend Shading Pathfinder Shapes Combine

shape Bullets Geometric shapes Flowing shapes Grouping shapes Colors The color tool allows you to set and change the colors
of various elements of a design. The color palette has a large number of colors which can be viewed as a collection of multiple
swatches. Brush You can use the brush tool to apply various effects to a design. You can use the gradient tool to apply various

types of gradients to a design. Blending modes You can use the blending 82157476af
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